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During a state funeral for a former First Lady at a New York City cathedral, armed men disguised
as monks seize the church and dozens of hostages, and NYPD officer Michael Bennett takes on
the dangerous role of lead negotiator in the standoff.

About the AuthorJames B. Patterson (born March 22, 1947) is an award-winning American
author. Formerly an advertising executive for J. W. Thompson in the early 1990s, Patterson came
up with the slogan "Toys R Us Kid". Shortly after his success with Along Came A Spider he
retired from the firm and devoted his time to writing. The novels featuring his character, Alex
Cross, a black forensic psychologist formerly of the Washington, D.C. Police Department and
Federal Bureau of Investigation, now working as a private psychologist and government
consultant, are the most popular books among Patterson readers. James Patterson has been
criticized by Stephen King, who called Patterson's books "dopey thrillers".[citation needed]
Patterson shrugged off the comments, stating that he wants to be the "thrillingest thriller writer of
all time".[citation needed] James Patterson has also been put as one of Forbes magazine's top
100 celebrities.From AudioFileA mass kidnapping at St. Patrick's Cathedral nets many of the
world's celebrities gathered for the funeral of a former first lady. Mike Bennett, NYPD detective,
father of 10 adopted children whose wife is dying of cancer, must put aside his personal woes
and outsmart the well-organized criminals. In these post-9/11 days, Ledwidge and Patterson's
scenario seems all too credible. Narrators John Slattery and Reg Rogers create thoroughly
believable hostages and hostage-takers, and are especially effective voicing the beleaguered
cop, hijacker "Jack," and the reptilian villain, "The Neat Man." Occasional music and sound
effects don't add much, but short, intense chapters make it impossible to stop listening to this
well-crafted story. S.J.H. © AudioFile 2007, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland,
Maine
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Sandi S, “Great read!. Wonderful characters, well written. I read it in one day because I could not
put it down! Great story with really insightful and powerful inner dialogue. Just outstanding. Now
on to book 2”

Ckae572, “great book!. Loved the plot twist. And the writing is so heartfelt. I’m pretty sure I cried
a few times. Well written as usual!”

mike923, “A terrific new series.... Patterson and Ledwidge have created great new character. I
really enjoyed the depth of detail and development of his family. The wife's death was a real tear
jerker. One of the best I have read.”

Tommy, “It's an exciting book with minor contrivance.. The action comes quickly with the death of
an ex- presiden's wife. Saint Patrick's cathedral hijacked and NYPD and the FBI held at bay.How
can a dozen criminals take over a state funeral? Why would the FBI famous HRT storm through
a hidden passage way without a plan?”

Vickie, “Great Book. This is one of the best books I have read in a while. I usually skip books that
James Patterson co-writes with another author because they are usually mediocre at best or
terrible. This book was really good. It keeps you guessing until the end and the ending really
surprised me. That's unusual because I can usually guess who did it about half way through the
book. There is also a compassionate side as you see Bennett dealing with his wife's cancer and
with his large family of kids. This book is well written and I highly recommend it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “milestone book. The life and Times of Michael Bennett got off to great
start with this Truly great book. The positive conclusion to all his adventures have made
superlative reading for the Jams Patterson and Michael Ledwidge crowd. The family doings
make the series one of a kind.  Don’t stop,”

Ebook Library Reader, “Drug out plot, but good. More side scenarios than needed, but was
endearing with twists. H was very cool as justice was served. Look forward to another Michael
Bennett.”

Barb, “Keeps you guessing. This book kept me guessing all the way though. Great read!”

Jan, “A real twister. At the second time of reading this book albeit it several years later, it still
never failed to keep me guessing. With many detective thrillers, it soon becomes apparent who
the real protagonist is but with this one, there is so much going on around the main story you
almost forget him till he is finally revealed.A story with some great twists but also some heart



breaking moments. One not to be missed. Even if you have read later Michael Bennett books,
what you already know about him won't spoil this one.”

Jaste, “edge of the seat excitement. The first of the series pertaining to top Nypd detective
Michael Bennett. I had read Tick Tock prior to this and found out whilst reading the inner book
cover that it was the latest in a series featuring Bennett. I'm so glad i took a chance with
purchasing my first Patterson novel 'Toys' as this guy is now in my list of top fave authors. I
wonder in amazement how this guy can bang out as many books as he does and they are all so
freakin good? Step On A Crack is no different as i was on the edge of my seat throughout this
very intriguing page turner. Top Nypd detective Michael Bennett is introduced here along with his
ailing wife Maeve who is hospitalized due to termanal cancer and their 10 adopted children from
various nationalities. The Christmas hilidays are here and as all the citizens of N.Y. rush home
with their gifts and prepare for their indivdual festivities, the Bennetts are struggling to keep
happy faces as their mother is in hospital with not very much time to live. Michael whilst dealing
with this personal trauma gets pulled into a hijacking/hostage scenerio as some very bad
individuals during the first lady's funeral take over St Patrick's Cathedral that is packed with the
whose who of the weathiest of people from all forms of employment. Actors, politicians and
various other wealthy individuals. We watch as Bennett who has been name the chief negotiator
to this case can balance all this and his home life without blowing everything.A great page turner
that i accomplished in no less then 3 days as i usually do with all of Patterson's reads. Even
though his works are immense i am now working my way rapidly through the collection and
cannot wait till the next read”

Lilly Shaya, “Michael Bennett. I must say I really enjoyed this book, it was one of those you cant
put down and I read it in a day...not able to put down!The first in a series of books about New
York cop Michael Bennett. A Detective with Homicide division in New York once a police
negotiator is asked to negotiate once again with the FBI too at a Siege and kidnap of the rich
and famous at the funeral of the First Lady who dies suspitiously.A husband and father of 10,
yes not a type o he has 10 kids, all adopted with his wife in a Cancer Hospital about to
die.Michael has to live through the nightmare and stress of the Kidnappers demands and his
Children about to loose their Mother all at Christmas too.It is a very entertaining book as well as
suspenseful. the Passages about him and his family and their new angel of an Au pair are at
times quite funny as well as sad and the plot is a very solid one too with you not realising who
the baddies are until the surprising end.I really like the Alex Cross books and Woman's Murder
Club series and now want to read through these with Michael Bennett.Well worth the read, a
likeable character and well written.”

Tornado 1, “Inside man!. Patterson and Ledwidge serve up a good one here. Family man Bennet
has huge case unfolding in front of him just as his life is unravelling. How will he find the strength



to keep going. faith and hope an angel whispers in his ear faith and hope. Its hard to find faith
and hope when the very thing you hope for is unattainable thus zapping every bit of faith you
ever had. Yet somehow this man finds an inner strength with the help of father Seamus, Mary
Catherine and his ten little angels. Admiration abounds for Bennet who under exceptional
personal stress he still gets the job done. looking forward to this series as per usual Mr Patterson
has gotten to me.”

The book by Dr. Seuss has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 5,450 people have provided feedback.
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